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Abstract. We propose a face tracking method that is extremely fast and applicable to implementation on smart phones. An adaptive model is built to make
the tracking robust with variety of situation such as scaling, pose changes, and
abrupt movements. For dealing with the scaling and appearance changes, we incorporate the Lukas and Kanade's optical flow and the CAMShift in which both
color and corner point features are used to achieve the high accuracy. Based on
the feature tracking, the model adapts with abrupt movements of tracked face
and mobile camera by a failure detection method. The system then utilizes the
particle filter and CAMShift to catch up the fast motion. Based on the tracked
region, we detect the face in order to reinitialize the tracking process. The proposed method shows the high performance against the recent ones as well as
achieving the realtime requirement on smart phones.
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1

Introduction

Tracking on mobile devices has specific characteristics comparing with tracking on
personal computers. Firstly, we have to consider both the motion of the object and the
camera which might cause large changes in appearance and scale. On the other hand,
abrupt movements and shaking of the camera also create the blur effect and significant displacements of the object. Secondly, the lack of computing resource makes the
tracking difficult to achieve the realtime performance. There are a lot of tracking algorithms proposed in recent time. We could assign them to two main approaches, the
generative and the discriminative models.
In the first group, generative tracking methods try to find the most similar region to
the target within a local image area. Recent researches start to apply the sparse representation to visual tracker by modelling the target appearance using a sparse approximation over a template set [1-4]. The common characteristic of these approaches is to
solve an
1 norm related minimization problem. Although these trackers give a
good performance under some conditions, they are time consumption and quite sensitive to appearance changes.
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Fig. 1. Our proposed tracking model

In the second group, the discriminative methods try to train a binary classification
which distinguishes the target object from the background [5-7]. Their similar point is
that they try to extract the feature information of the object model and the background
and then a binary classification is created to linearly separate the two groups of feature. Different types of feature and classification are proposed. Gabor filter is applied
for extracting the texture of tracked object and background regions [6]. The ensemble
tracking [5] uses the local orientation histogram and pixel colors as object features.
The classification is a combination of weak classifiers trained by AdaBoost. While
most of update mechanisms adapt the classifier to the new object appearance and
remove the old one, Kalal et al [7] proposes a long term Tracking-ModelingDetection (TMD) framework that online trains the classifier for all appearance of the
object.
When put into practice, the above algorithms are too heavy for installing on mobile
devices. In the other aspect, they also have problems under some tracking situations
such as abrupt movements and significant pose changes. In this research, we propose
an adaptive model for realtime face tracking on smart phones. The entire process is
illustrated in the Fig. 1. In our tracking system, we apply the face detection method of
Viola and Jone [11] to locate the face beforehand. As long as the face area is specified, features including corner points and color histogram are extracted. At the first
time, the system is initialized to the short range tracking mode. For accomplishing
tracking accuracy, we incorporate both color and corner point features under the
CAMShift [8] and optical flow [9] framework. The tracking model adapts with abrupt
movements of the face and the mobile camera by detecting the failure of corner point
tracking. Because the feature tracking fails under the blur effect and large displacement of the face, the system employs the particle filter [10] and CAMShift for keep
chasing the face. As long as the face is stable in video frames, it is detected to reset
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the tracking. In both tracking modes, the role of CAMShift is to refine the search
position which is given by particle filter and the feature tracking.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first present the collaboration of
CAMShift and optical flow for appearance and scale change in Section 2. In Section
3, the failure detection method is described. In Section 4, we present the using of
particle filter and CAMShift for tracking the abrupt movements. The experiment results are explained in Section 5. Finally, section 6 gives the conclusion.

2

Face Tracking with Optical Flow and CAMShift

2.1

FAST Corner Feature Tracking

For the purpose of quickly detecting the feature points in the face region, we take the
advantage of FAST corner detection [12]. As showed in Fig. 2a, these points mostly
appear at the eyes, the nose, and the mouth and would be tracked between frames by
using optical flow method [9].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Feature tracking. (a) extracted corners in the face region (b) the divergence problem.

Based on tracked corner points, we adjust the scale by computing the distance of
all pairs of these points and get the average value. Scaling is defined by the ratio of
two average distance values at two consecutive frames.
s=

avgDt =

avgDt
avgDt −1

2
N t ( N t − 1)

(1)

N t −1

Nt

i =1

j = i +1

 

pti − pt j

(2)

where s is the ratio of scale changes. Nt and avgDt are the number of tracked corner
points and the average distance of all pairs of corner points in frame t, respectively.

pti is the coordinate of i-th feature point. We assume that the scale does not change
too much between two consecutive frames. Therefore, we only update the tracked
window size when the value of s is in the range [0.8, 1.2].
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The tracked window could be centered at the mean position of tracked corner
points. However, it might cause the divergence problem as the mean position deviates
from the face center because of the unbalanced distribution of corner points. Therefore, we apply CAMShift to further improve the tracking accuracy.
2.2

Color Back Projection Image

Color back projection image presents the probability that a color pixel belongs to the
tracked object. We apply the color background modeling technique [13] to stress the
color values which appear in the object but not in the background, and suppress
the color values which appear both in the object and the background. A probability
function was proposed:

P (O | C ) =

P (C | O ) P (O )
P (C | O ) P (O ) + P (C | B ) P ( B )

(3)

where P(C|B) and P(C|O) are the color model of the tracked object and the background. P(O) and P(B) are computed by the ratio of the object and the background
region. The probability is scaled to range [0, 255] in the back projection image.
Color model is built from the color histogram of object and background region. We
choose the UV color channels in YUV color system to reduce the impact of luminance
changes. On the other hand, YUV is the default color system of Android camera so
that it does not take time for color conversion. The probability value of a specific
pixel color Cuv is computed.
P(Cuv | O) =

H uv
max( H )

(4)

where H is the 2D histogram and Huv is the histogram value of a pixel color Cuv.

Fig. 3. Color Probability Distribution Image created in the region around tracked window

For tracking, we only need to create the back projection image in a region surrounding current tracked window. This is based on the assumption that the object
locations between two consecutive frames are not too far from each other. This approach could reduce the effect of background colors and computation time. Fig.3
presents an example of color probability distribution image computed by equation (3).
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Tracking Refinement with CAMShift

The idea of CAMShift is to shift the search window in previous frame to the centroid
of the distribution in next frame. The summation of probability value of all pixels in
the search window will decide the size of the window. CAMShift uses the first and
the zero-th moment of the distribution image to estimate the shift vector.

xc = M 10 / M 00 , yc = M 01 / M 00

(5)

where M 00 =   I ( x, y ); M10 =   xI ( x, y ); M 01 =   yI ( x, y )
x

y

x

y

x

y

with I is the back projection image. We utilize the result of feature tracking. The mean
position of corner points tracked by optical flow is computed and set as the center of
the initial search window for CAMShift. The collaborative method can be summarized with the following steps:
1. Input the color probability distribution image created in section 2.2.
2. Calculate the mean position of corner points tracked by optical flow and set it as
the initial location for tracking.
N

mx =

x
i =1

N

i

N

, my =

y
i =1

i

(6)

N

with N is the number of corner points and (xi, yi) is the coordinate of i-th corner
point.
3. Find the center of the tracked window with equation (5).
4. Center the tracked window with the position calculated from step 3 and iterate
step 3 until convergence or reaching a small number of iterations.
With the support of tracked corner points, we only need to repeat the CAMShift operator in a small number of times. Moreover, the combination of CAMShift and optical
flow will prevent the search window move to the other regions such as the neck or
background which has the similar color with the face.

3

Failure Detection

Under rapid movements, the corner points in the face region will be moved to the
wrong locations and, hence, create the bad initial search position for CAMShift. In
order to remove the failed tracked points, we measure the error of local patches in two
consecutive frames. The sum of square differences [14] is used in three color channels
of the YUV color system:
SSD Y ( pt ) =  [Yt −1 ( pxt −1 + m, p ty−1 + n) − Yt ( pxt + m, pty + n)]

2

m, n

(7)
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SSD U ( pt ) =  [Ut −1 ( pxt −1 + m, pty−1 + n) − Ut ( pxt + m, pty + n)]

2

(8)

SSD V ( pt ) =  [Vt −1 ( pxt −1 + m, pty−1 + n) − Vt ( pxt + m, pty + n)]

2

(9)

m, n

m, n

in which pt is the coordinate of a corner points in the tracked image at time t and Yt,
Ut, Vt are its color channel images. Finally, the error function is computed as the follow:

SSD* = α SSDY + β SSDU + γ SSDV

α + β + γ =1 ∧α, β, γ > 0

(10)

Tracked corner points with image patches having the SSD* value which surpasses a
specific threshold would be eliminated from the tracking list. We perform a further
failure checking by employing the backward tracking. The corner point pt in frame t is
tracked backward to frame t-1 to yield the point qt-1. The forward tracking of pt is
considered successful if the distance between two points is smaller than a specific
threshold:

p t −1 − q t −1 < λ

(11)

Fig. 4. Forward and Backward Feature Tracking for Failure Detection

Let Nt denote the number of corner points remaining at image It. The failure is detected if:

Nt < T


 or Nt < Nt −1 / M

(12)

where T is a specific threshold and M is a defined ratio. It means that if the number of
successful tracked points is too small or decreases too fast, the tracking is considered
as failure.
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Face Tracking with Particle Filter and CAMShift

When the feature tracking fails, the initial position of CAMShift is computed by particle filter method which is better in tracking fast movements. In our work, particle
filter [10] is used to catch up the region of the face moving rapidly. By chasing the
face area, face detection could apply within a sub window around it to refine the position and reset the tracking process. In our work, each sample is presented by a rectangle with position (xi, yi) and fixed size:

S = { ( si = ( xi , yi , w, h), wi ) | i = 1...N }

(13)

We proposed a fast particle weight computation method which makes use of the probability distribution image I in Section 2.2. The particle weights are computed as
below:
wi =

i
xi + w y + h



(14)

I ( x, y )

x = xi y = y i

The mean state or the location of face is then taken:
N

wx

N

i i

xc =

i =1
N

w

i

i =1

wy
i

; yc =

i

i =1
N

(15)

w

i

i =1

Each sample weight is a summation of value in an image region. Therefore, the
weight values could be taken quickly by creating the integral image of the color probability distribution image. Similar with the combination of optical flow and CAMShift, the mean location (xc, yc) acquired in equation (15) is set as the initial region for
CAMShift. Fig. 5 shows a demonstration of using particle filter for tracking and
CAMShift for refining.

Fig. 5. The combination of particle and CAMShift. In the left side, particle filter is used to get
the mean window position. In the right side, the tracked window is shifted to the face region.

Based on the zero-th moment of the distribution image, the scaling is adjusted:
s = α M 00 / 256

(16)
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with α is the parameter for controlling the scale. In long range tracking mode, the face is
detected again if the displacement of two tracked windows in two successive frames is
smaller than a specific distance. After that, we initialize the tracking process.

5

Experiments

We implement our tracking system with Samsung Galaxy SII Android 4.0 Smartphone. This phone has an 8 megapixel camera and a 1.2 GHz dual core ARM CortexA9 processor. The application interface for displaying results and capturing camera
images is programmed on Java. The tracking system is developed with Android NDK
to achieve better performance. Image sequence with size 640x480 is extracted and
tracked continuously. Our method could achieve above 30 FPS.
We compare our method with three latest state-of-the-art trackers named L1 [1],
the TMD [7], and Sparsity-based Collaborative Model (SCM) [4]. Three video sequences are tested. In each sequences, the error is measured using the Euclidian distance of two center points of tracked window and the ground truth. The result shows
that our method is more accurate than L1, TMD, and SCM trackers in term of appearance changes and adapts better with abrupt movements.
The tracking results of several frames are showed in Fig. 7. In the first sequence, we
test the tracking with appearance changes of the rotated face. The L1 tracker loses the
face after frame 71. The TMD and SCM trackers have the divergence problem when the
face appearance varies. However, our proposed method could track the face well. The
second sequence tests the tracking with abrupt movements. It includes the motion of
tracked face and the smart phone camera. As we can see in Fig. 7, our method could
catch up the fast motion while the L1, SCM and TMD trackers miss the face due to large
displacements and the blur effect. The translation, scaling and luminance changes are
tested in the david sequence studied in [15]. TMD tracker and our method give good
results. However, L1 and SCM trackers fail under the varying of luminance and pose.
Table 1. The average tracking errors

yawpitch
fast movement
david

1200

L1
TMD
SCM
Our method

150

TMD tracker
14.72
42.34
10.63

SCM tracker
13.39
182.70
36.00
250

L1
TMD

1000

Error

100
50

Our method

150

600

100

400

50

200

0

0

0
6

L1
TMD
SCM
Our method

200

SCM
800

31 56 81 106 131 156 181 206 231 256

#yawpitch

Our method
10.90
12.06
4.25

Error

200

Error

L1 tracker
84.44
192.49
55.62

6

106

206

306

406

#fast movment

506

606

6

Fig. 6. The tracking error of each sequence

131

256

381

#david

506
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(a) Tracking with yawpitch sequence.

(b) Tracking with fast movment sequence.

(c) Tracking with david sequence.

Fig. 7. Tracking results of tested algorithms on three video sequences

6

Conclusion

This paper presents a face tracking system that is accuracy, fast, and easy to implement. Our system utilizes both keypoints and color feature on the tracking framework
of optical flow, CAMShift, and particle flow to get a better tracking result. The implementation in Samsung Android smart phone shows an attractive performance and
the feasibility of our tracking system for future applications. However, our method
currently only works with single face. Our future research is to extend our method to
realtime multiple faces tracking which would be a very challenging problem.
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